
                                                                                                                

INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR       Shihan CHRISTIAN TISSIER        14/01/2024 

first name_____________________________________      surname_________________________________________                

place /date of birth________________________________________________________________________________ 

address_________________________________________________________________          post code____________      

city__________________________     country___________________ tax ID__________________________________ 

dojo __________________________________       level _________          affiliation  ____________________________     

mobile______________________________         email____________________________________________________ 

- FULL  SEMINAR                      HALF SEMINAR   

 

- AGREEMENT LUNCH (SEE BELOW) 
 
The undersigned participant in the non-competitive sporting activities organized by Aikido Budo Brescia and specifically the International Aikido 
Stage on 01/14/24 aware of the criminal sanctions, in the case of untruthful declarations, 
DECLARE 
their suitability to participate in sporting activities, relieving the organizers of any responsibility for any physical and/or medical problems that may 
arise. 
He also declares that he is regularly insured for the practice of Aikido through the organization he belongs to. 
 

signature    _________________________________________________________________________ 

 

AUTHORIZE 

Free of charge, without time limits pursuant to articles. 10 and 120 of the code. civil and the articles. 96 and 97 law 22.4.1941, n. 633, Copyright 
Law, to the publication and/or dissemination in any form of one's images/videos on the website of Aikido Budo Brescia or similar, on social 
networks or on photo/video platforms of Aikido Budo Brescia or similar, on printed paper and/or on any other means of dissemination, as well as 
authorizes the conservation of photos and videos in computer archives and acknowledges that the purpose of such publications is of an informative 
and/or promotional and/or commercial nature. 
However, it prohibits its use in contexts that compromise one's personal dignity and decorum. 
 

date ________________________________        signature______________________________________________ 

Information on the processing of personal data 
Information pursuant to art. 13 of Legislative Decree No. 196/2013. We inform you that the processing of personal data provided with this release 
will be processed using paper and electronic methods in compliance with current legislation and the principles of correctness, lawfulness, 
transparency and confidentiality; in this context, the data provided, including the portrait in the photographs indicated above, will be used for 
purposes strictly connected and instrumental to the activities as indicated in the extensive disclaimer above. Providing consent to the processing of 
personal data is optional. At any time it is possible to exercise all the rights indicated by the art. 7 of the Legislative Decree. n. 196/2003, in 
particular the cancellation, rectification or integration of data. These rights may be exercised by sending written communication. 

 

 [   ] agree       [   ] refuse 

date _________________________ ______        signature  ______________________________________________ 

 

N.B. We will accept pre-registrations on a first-come, first-served basis until the maximum number 
allowed in relation to the capacity of the facility is reached. 

 

 



 

INSTRUCTION 

Bring with you budopass and own weapon (bokken and jo) 

Pre-registration form must be completed in its entirety and sent to the email:              

info@aikidobudobrescia.it; when your request is accepted, you will receive a confirmation email. 

The completed form it is already the registration. 

Payments must be made directly the day of the seminar at the entrance of dojo. Lunch, however, 

will be paid for at the restaurant near to the building. 

The “Pietro Manfredi” palazzetto polifunzionale dello sport is located in Castenedolo (Brescia) in 

via Tenente Olivari, 5 minutes from the BRESCIA EST (for those leaving the A4 highway) and 

BRESCIA SUD (for those leaving the A21 highway) motorway toll booths. 

 

ADMISSION FEE: 

 Adults full seminar € 50 

 Adults half seminar € 40 

 Same family € 40/cad 

 Children full seminar € 40 

 Children half seminar € 30 

 

AGREEMENT LUNCH:  

At the Bar/Restaurant near dojo/building there are some agreement menù:  

1. First course (choose between 3 types of pasta) + water = 8€ 

2. bread with pork sausage + french fries + water= 8€ 

3. First course (choose between 3 types of pasta) + second course (choose between 3 

types of meat) + water= 12€.  

 Also, for those who do not wish to adhere to the agreement lunch, there are: bread, 

 piadine, focacce, salads, toasts, etc. The desire to participate in the convention must be 

 expressed directly in the pre-registration form. 

 

 

mailto:info@aikidobudobrescia.it

